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ZBTB7A belongs to a small family of transcription factors
having three members in humans (7A, 7B, and 7C). They share
a BTB/POZ protein interaction domain at the amino end and a
zinc-finger DNA-binding domain at the carboxyl end. They
control the transcription of a wide range of genes, having
varied functions in hematopoiesis, oncogenesis, and meta-
bolism (in particular glycolysis). ZBTB7A-binding profiles at
gene promoters contain a consensus G(A/C)CCC motif, fol-
lowed by a CCCC sequence in some instances. Structural and
mutational investigations suggest that DNA-specific contacts
with the four-finger tandem array of ZBTB7A are formed
sequentially, initiated from ZF1–ZF2 binding to G(A/C)CCC
before spreading to ZF3–ZF4, which bind the DNA backbone
and the 30 CCCC sequence, respectively. Here, we studied some
mutations found in t(8;21)-positive acute myeloid leukemia
patients that occur within the ZBTB7A DNA-binding domain.
We determined that these mutations generally impair ZBTB7A
DNA binding, with the most severe disruptions resulting from
mutations in ZF1 and ZF2, and the least from a frameshift
mutation in ZF3 that results in partial mislocalization. Infor-
mation provided here on ZBTB7A–DNA interactions is likely
applicable to ZBTB7B/C, which have overlapping functions
with ZBTB7A in controlling primary metabolism.

ZBTB7A is a member of BTB/POZ protein interaction
domain–containing C2H2 zinc-finger (ZF) proteins (Fig. 1A).
This protein is also known as FBI (for factor that binds to
the inducer of short transcripts (1)), LRF (for leukemia/
lymphoma-related factor (2, 3)), OCZF (for osteoclast-derived
zinc finger (4)), and POKEMON (for POK erythroid myeloid
ontogenic factor (5)), reflecting its multifaceted functions. It
is part of a family of three proteins (in humans ZBTB7A,
ZBTB7B, and ZBTB7C) that are very similar at the amino end
(BTB/POZ) and the ZF-containing carboxyl end, though
differing substantially in between (Fig. S1A). ZBTB7A
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represses the transcription of a wide range of genes (6, 7),
including the repression of HIV-1 short transcripts (8);
silencing of the tumor suppressor ARF (5), which is expressed
from an alternative reading frame of the CDKN2A gene; and
repression of glycolytic genes (SLC2A3 [solute carrier family
2, member 3], PFKP, and PKM) (9) and fetal hemoglobin
genes (10–12). Very recently, increased levels of ZBTB7A
were shown to modulate host genes related to oxidative re-
sponses, leading to coronavirus persistence rather than cell
death (13).

Somatic mutations of ZBTB7A have been identified
routinely in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients, associ-
ated with the t(8;21) translocation (14–19). This t(8;21)
(q22;q22) translocation results in a RUNX1–RUNX1T1 fusion
gene (20, 21), which is one of the most frequent chromosomal
aberrations in AML. Despite the causative role of the RUNX1–
RUNX1T1 fusion in leukemia initiation, this fused gene alone
is insufficient to induce leukemia (22–26). In fact, ectopic
expression of wildtype ZBTB7A prevents RUNX1–RUNX1T1-
mediated clonal expansion of human CD34+ cells (27), and
retroviral expression of wildtype ZBTB7A inhibits cell growth
in the t(8;21) translocation–positive AML cell line Kasumi-1
(15) (possibly by inhibiting glycolysis, see Discussion sec-
tion). Recent studies of a population mutational spectrum have
suggested that additional genetic lesions, including ZBTB7A
mutations, are required for development of RUNX1–
RUNX1T1-associated diseases (16, 19) as well as in a variety of
solid tumors (28).

Given the importance of understanding the role of naturally
occurring ZBTB7A mutations in disease development, we
studied selected ZBTB7A mutations within the C-terminal ZF
DNA-binding domain and their effects on binding to sequence
elements from the ZBTB7A-responsive promoters. We used
biophysical methods to investigate the detailed interactions of
the ZBTB7A DNA-binding domain with relevant promoter
elements and determined precisely how known human
ZBTB7A mutations interfere with DNA binding and cellular
localization. In sum, our study provides significant insights
into DNA sequence recognition by both native and disease-
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Figure 1. ZBTB7A binds at promoter of p14ARF. A, schematic diagram of ZBTB7A protein and two recombinant fragments of DNA-binding domain used
in the study. B, ZBTB7A-binding motif (taken from the study of Ref. (10)). C, a snapshot of ZBTB7A binding at the promoter of the CDKN2A gene (which gives
rise to p14ARF protein); taken from Gene Expression Omnibus under accession GSE103445. Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-Seq) data in
K562 cells (four replicates) and HUDEP-2 (WT and -195C>G mutant), normalized to track scale (0–2) shown to the right. D, a list of oligonucleotides (#1–#6)
used in the study. The KD value represents the mean ± SD of N number of independent determinations as listed. E–G, the DNA-binding assay of ZBTB7A
fragments against varied sequences, using fluorescence polarization.

ZBTB7A recognition of DNA
associated mutants of the human transcription factor
ZBTB7A.
Results

ZBTB7A DNA-binding domain binds multiple p14ARF
promoter sequences

Previous ZBTB7A chromatin immunoprecipitation
sequencing experiments were carried out in human K562
(myelogenous leukemia), HUDEP-2 (umbilical erythroid
progenitor), and hematopoietic stem and progenitor–derived
cells (10, 11). These studies identified ZBTB7A-binding
profiles containing a consensus G(A/C)CCC motif (Fig. 1B)
and detected a strong peak of ZBTB7A occupancy in the
promoter of the CDKN2A gene (p14ARF) in HUDEP-2 cells
but not in K562 cells (Fig. 1C; this difference is discussed
later). The human p14ARF promoter region contains mul-
tiple putative ZBTB7A-binding sites (5), so we chose the
three at −970, −100, and +20 that include the GACCC motif
(oligos #1–3 in Fig. 1D; position numbers are relative to the
first transcribed base). We chose three additional oligonu-
cleotides for comparison. One is the −370 p14ARF site,
which includes a GCCCC motif (oligo #4), which resembles
the −200 element of the fetal globin promoter (oligo #5) in
that both contain an 11 bp segment with two stretches of C:G
base pairs separated by two random base pairs. Finally, we
included a ZBTB7A consensus binding sequence (oligo #6),
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which had been identified by cyclic amplification and selec-
tion of targets (CAST) (5), which combines the two features
together: a GACCC motif as well as a segment of four C:G
base pairs.

Previously, we used a ZBTB7A recombinant fragment
including residues 370 to 500, which encompassed the four-
finger DNA-binding domain, in a study of binding to the
fetal globin promoter (12). During the course of that study,
AlphaFold (DeepMind) (29) released protein structure pre-
dictions for the human proteome including ZBTB7A, which
predicted two additional folded helices preceding the ZF
domain (Fig. S1, B and C). We thus generated a longer frag-
ment, including residues 341 to 505, that covers the N-ter-
minal putative helices plus five additional amino acids
(including two basic residues) at the C terminus (Fig. 1A).
However, using fluorescence polarization (FP), we found that
both fragments bind the 16-bp CAST sequence (oligo #6)
equally well (Fig. 1E). The more N- and C-proximal additions
to the ZF region contributed little to the binding affinities.
Specifically, the dissociation constant KD values (�80 nM)
were approximately the same for the two constructs.

Next, we compared the binding affinities for the four
p14ARF promoter sequences (oligos #1–4) (Fig. 1F). Oligos #1
to 3, each containing a single GACCC element, exhibited 2 to 3
times reduced binding affinity relative to that of oligo #4. Oligo
#4, taken from the ARF promoter −370 site, has the same af-
finity (KD � 80 nM) as that of the CAST oligo and the −200



ZBTB7A recognition of DNA
site from the fetal globin promoter (Fig. 1G). All three
higher-affinity oligos (#4–6) share the same features of a 50

G(A/C)CCC motif and a 30 C:G-rich segment. This enhanced
affinity is understandable given that the predicted recognition
sequence for a four-ZF array is approximately 12 bp, using the
rule of one-finger recognizing three adjacent DNA base pairs
(30, 31). A 5-bp GACCC motif should be bound by just two
fingers, which would presumably result in reduced binding
affinity relative to sequences bound by all four fingers.

In addition to p14ARF promoter, others showed that
ZBTB7A binds to the promoters of glycolytic genes
(SLC2A3, PFKP, and PKM) (9), which contain the G(A/C)
CCC motif (Fig. 1D). SLC2A3 encodes the glucose trans-
membrane transporter GLUT3 (32). Once inside the cell,
glucose is converted to pyruvate via a cascade of ten
chemical reactions (33) (glycolysis; Fig. S2). In addition to
the three characterized glycolytic genes, we found that
ZBTB7A occupies the promoters of all ten glycolytic genes
in K562 or HUDEP-2 cells or both (Fig. S2). This control of
glycolytic genes is independent from that of globin genes, as
mutant HUDEP-2 cells harboring the -195C-to-G substitu-
tion at the γ-globin gene promoter showed no effect on the
binding activity of ZBTB7A at the promoters of the glyco-
lytic genes (Fig. S2).
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Figure 2. Structures of ZBTB7A DNA-binding domain in complex with GAC
salmon. A–C, ZBTB7A–GACCC complexes in space group C2221 (Protein Data B
group P21 (PDB ID: 7N5V) (C). In the P21 structure, there are two complexes
structures consisting of two-finger (ZF1–2), three-finger (ZF1–3), and four-finge
in yellow) with a switch point at Gly434 of the linker between ZF2 and ZF3. F
Furthermore, an RNA-Seq analysis of ZBTB7A knockout
K562 cells revealed increased expression of the genes for
glucose transporters (SLC2A1 and SLC2A3), phosphoglycerate
mutases (PGM2 and PGM3), and enolase (ENO2). However,
there was no change in expression of the kinase genes involved
in glycolysis—hexokinase (HK1), pyruvate kinase (PKM), and
phosphofrutokinase (PFKP and PFKM) (27).
Structure of ZBTB7A DNA-binding domain in complex with
GACCC element

To gain insight into the structural basis for ZBTB7A
recognition of the GACCC motif, we cocrystallized the four-
finger DNA-binding domain (residues 370–500) with three
15-bp DNA oligos, each containing a single GACCC with 50

overhangs or blunt ends (Fig. 2). These complexes crystallized
in three different space groups, and the structures were
determined to resolutions of 2.25, 2.85, and 3.09 Å, respec-
tively (Table S1). In space groups C2221 (Protein Data Bank
[PDB] ID: 7N5W) and P21212 (PDB ID: 7N5U), we observed
the three fingers ZF1–ZF3, whereas ZF4 was disordered (Fig. 2,
A and B). In both space groups, ZF1 and ZF2 lie in the DNA
major groove, whereas ZF3 points away from DNA in varied
directions.
C

F

CC. In all cases, ZF1 is shown in green, ZF2 in cyan, ZF3 in yellow, and ZF4 in
ank [PDB] ID: 7N5W) (A), space group P21212 (PDB ID: 7N5U) (B), and space
(A and B). D, a view along the DNA axis of ZBTB7A–GACCC complexes for
r (ZF1–4). E, pairwise comparisons of different conformations of ZF3 (colored
, the observed three different conformations of ZF3. ZF, zinc finger.
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In space group P21, we observed two protein–DNA com-
plexes (Fig. 2C). Complex A contains all four fingers, with
ZF1–ZF2 binding in the DNA major groove and ZF3 and ZF4
pointing away from DNA (Fig. 2C). The ZF3–ZF4 pair is
stabilized via protein–protein interactions with complex B,
which harbors only the first two fingers (Fig. 2C). In sum, we
observed four ZBTB7A–DNA complexes that included a
GACCC element (Fig. 2D). In all four complexes, ZF1–ZF2
were very similar, having an rmsd of <1 Å. The main differ-
ences between these four complexes involved crystal packing
interactions with neighboring molecules, resulting in different
conformations of ZF3–ZF4, some of which were disordered
and lacked electron density.

In the absence of specific contacts, ZF3–ZF4 adopted
various conformations (Fig. 2E), and this was achieved via a
series of rotations of main-chain torsion angles involving the
glycine residue in the linker between the two fingers (i.e.,
Gly434 between ZF2 and ZF3). This glycine—the most flexible
of amino acids—is conserved in the corresponding linkers
between pairs of fingers (bright red in Fig. 3A). In fact, these
Figure 3. Structures of ZBTB7A in complex with CAST sequence contai
teractions. A, sequence alignment of the four ZFs of ZBTB7A, highlighting the z
(colored to match ZF1, ZF2, and ZF4), DNA–phosphate interactions by ZF3, the
of the linkers between the two ZF units (asterisk; bright red). B and C, ZBTB7A
overhang DNA (PDB ID: 8E3E). The 11-bp recognition sequence is numbered
specific interactions are colored as in A. D, a view of the ZBTB7A–CAST comple
contacts, taken from PDB 8E3D. Interatomic distances are measured in Å. E, Lys3
thymine T2 is involved in van der Waals contacts. G, Arg399 of ZF1 and Asp42
guanine G4. Asp423 forms an ion pair with Arg421. I, Lys424 of ZF2 interacts w
ZF4 interacts with guanine G9. Asp479 forms an ion pair with Arg479. L, His480
G11. N, ZF3 makes a number of DNA–phosphate interactions. O, Gly395 and A
amplification and selection of target; ZF, zinc finger.
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glycines are very highly conserved among vertebrate orthologs
of ZBTB7A as phylogenetically distant from humans as whale
sharks (Fig. S1D). An equivalent conformational switch point
within the linker was previously identified in the 11-finger
protein CTCF (34), suggesting that the flexibility of the
linker between pair of fingers plays a critical role, perhaps
allowing the multifinger array greater versatility in its sequence
recognition, as well as in binding varied lengths of DNA
duplex.
Structure of ZBTB7A DNA-binding domain in complex with
CAST sequence

Next, we cocrystallized the CAST sequence (oligo #6),
which contains both a 50 GACCC motif and 30 four C:G bp, in
complex with the short (residues 370–500) and the long
fragments (residues 341–505) of ZBTB7A. As noted previ-
ously, both fragments bind the DNA equally (Fig. 1E), and
both fragments crystallized, in the space groups of P6 and P21,
respectively (Fig. 3, B and C). The complex structures were
ning two stretches of C:G-rich sequence: details of ZBTB7A–base in-
inc ligands (C2H2 in ZF1–3 and C3H1 in ZF4), DNA base–interacting residues
Arg–Glu (RD) electrostatic pair in ZF2 and ZF4, and the glycine switch point
–CAST complexes using blunt-end DNA (Protein Data Bank ID: 8E3D) or 50
by position #s of 1 to 11. Basic residues of ZF1, ZF2, and ZF4 making base-
x with four fingers wrapped along the DNA. E–M, examples of base-specific
96 of ZF1 interacts with guanine G1 (as defined in B). F, the methyl group of
3 of ZF2 interact with the C3:G3 base pair. H, Arg421 of ZF2 interacts with
ith guanine G5. J, Asp479 of ZF4 is in contact with cytosine C8. K, Arg477 of
of ZF4 interacts with guanine G10. M, Arg483 of ZF4 interacts with guanine
rg402 of ZF1 are in close contact with DNA–phosphate groups. CAST, cyclic
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determined to resolutions of 2.62 and 2.99 Å, respectively
(Table S1). Although crystallized in two different space groups,
the two structures are highly similar, with an rmsd of <0.9 Å
over 109 pairs of Cα atoms. The additional N-terminal resi-
dues included in the longer fragment were disordered, and we
did not observe the AlphaFold-predicted helices (Fig. S1C).

All four ZF units occupy and wrap along the DNA major
groove (Fig. 3D). The first two fingers, ZF1 and ZF2, interact
with the 50 sequence GACCC, ZF3 provides a spacer (via
sequence-independent DNA phosphate binding), and ZF4 in-
teracts with the 30 sequence (CCCC). As in conventional
protein–DNA interactions (35, 36), seven C:G base pairs (at bp
positions 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, and 11; labeled in Fig. 3B) were
recognized by lysine, arginine, and histidine residues via direct
hydrogen bonds with the O6 and N7 atoms of guanines:
guanine G1 by Lys396 of ZF1 (Fig. 3E), G3 by Arg399 of ZF1
(Fig. 3G), G4 by Arg421 of ZF2 (Fig. 3H), G5 by Lys424 of ZF2
(Fig. 3I), G9 by Arg477 of ZF4 (Fig. 3K), G10 by His480 of ZF4
(Fig. 3L), and G11 by Arg483 of ZF4 (Fig. 3M). Two negatively
charged residues, Asp423 of ZF2 and Asp479 of ZF4, provide a
hydrogen bond with cytosines C3 and C8, respectively (Fig. 3,
G and J). The A:T base pair at position 2 forms van der Waals
contacts with the Cα atom of Gly393 and the side chain
aliphatic carbon of Lys396 (via the methyl group of T2)
(Fig. 3F). All these DNA-contacting residues of the human
ortholog are fully conserved among other vertebrate orthologs
of ZBTB7A (Fig. S1D), and 9 of 10 are conserved among the
human ZBTB7A family members ZBTB7B and 7C (Fig. S1A).
Among the 11 bp covered by the four ZF units, two base pairs
at positions 6 and 7 are not involved in direct interactions with
the DNA bases, and these correspond to the position of ZF3
(which makes base-independent backbone contacts).

Among the base-specific interactions, seven of them are in
the bottom strand (T2, G3, G4, G5, G9, G10, and G11),
whereas the G1, C3, and C8 are in the top strand. In general,
more-specific DNA-binding proteins recognize both strands
(37). The cross-strand interaction of Lys396–G1 has been
previously observed in Lys413 of KLF4 and Lys328 of ZNF410
(38, 39). The ability to switch, between Lys396–G1 interaction
in GACCC and Lys396–G2 interaction of the opposite strand
of GCCCC (12) (akin to the Lys424–G5 interaction [Fig. 3I]),
allows ZBTB7A to bind sequences that vary at the second
position of G(A/C)CCC. In addition, the cross-strand interac-
tion between Asp423–C3 and Asp47–C8 are common among
the ZF units containing an Arg–Asp electrostatic stabilization
pair, for example, Arg421–Asp423 of ZF2 (Fig. 3H) and
Arg477–Asp479 of ZF4 (Fig. 3K).

Most importantly, our structural characterization of
ZBTB7A in complex with DNA elements illustrated that ZF1–
ZF2 binding of G(A/C)CCC is nearly identical in structure with
either the full consensus sequence or just the 50 part. In
addition, ZBTB7A displayed the greatest reduction in binding
affinity in response to single-base pair substitutions in the
DNA sequence recognized by ZF1 and ZF2, followed by a
smaller impact on binding in DNA recognized by ZF4, and the
least in DNA protected by ZF3 (12). These observations sug-
gest that the specific contacts with the ZF array (in this case,
four fingers) are formed sequentially; putatively starting with
ZF1–ZF2 binding to GACCC before spreading to ZF3–ZF4,
which respectively bind to the backbone and 30 end of CCCC
sequence. However, it is also possible that ZF3 binding con-
tributes to nonspecific DNA association during the period of
short-range linear diffusion (sliding) while searching for spe-
cific binding sites (40–42).

The involvement of two fingers versus four fingers might
reflect the observed differences in DNA-binding affinities
(Fig. 2D). Although ZF3 is not involved in DNA base–specific
interactions, it did contribute direct contacts with the DNA
phosphate groups via five residues (Tyr438, Asn450, Lys454,
Asn455, and Arg458; Fig. 3N). All five of these phosphate-
binding residues are fully conserved among vertebrate ortho-
logs (Fig. S1D), and in human ZBTB7C, though there are two
substitutions in ZBTB7B (N450S and R458H; Fig. S1A). ZF3
also forms interfinger interactions with ZF2 and ZF4. These
ZF3-mediated interactions are important for positioning the
succeeding ZF4 appropriately into the DNA major groove.
Effects of ZBTB7A mutations on DNA binding and localization

We next considered naturally occurring disease-associated
mutations within the ZBTB7A DNA-binding domain
(Fig. 4A). In a t(8;21)-AML study, recurring ZBTB7A muta-
tions were identified in 23% of 56 patients, including missense
and truncating mutations resulting in alteration or loss of one
or more ZF units (15). Furthermore, �43% of ZBTB7A
missense mutations recorded in human cancer genomic da-
tabases are located in the ZF DNA-binding domain (28). We
considered G395C and R402H/C of ZF1, K424T of ZF2, and
R458fs of ZF3 (fs indicates a frameshift mutation) in the
context of the DNA-binding domain (residues 370–500).
These residues are indicated in Figure 4A. To avoid potential
crosscontamination from the chromatography system, we
expressed and purified manually the five mutants and wildtype
proteins as glutathione-S-transferase (GST) fusions using fresh
glutathione agarose beads (Fig. 4A). The mutants G395C,
R402C, and K424T have similar solubility, whereas R402H has
reduced solubility and R458fs has increased solubility
(comparing lanes 3 and 4 in Fig. 4B).

In comparison with wildtype protein, under constant con-
ditions, ZBTB7A mutants demonstrated approximately four
times reduced binding for R458fs, followed by mutations at
K424T and R402H (�5–6×), G395C (>12×), and R402C
(>50×) (Fig. 4C). The reductions in binding were the greatest
with respect to ZF1 mutants (G395C and R402C) and the least
with the ZF3 mutant (R458fs) (Fig. 4D and E). In comparison,
ZBTB7A showed no binding to DNA containing single-base
pair substitutions in the base pairs recognized by R399 of
ZF1 and R421 of ZF2, with lesser effects of substitutions in the
DNA recognized by ZF4, and the least for substitutions in the
segment protected by ZF3 (12) (Fig. 4C).

We note that Arg402 is located in the helix of ZF1 and
electrostatically interacts with a DNA backbone phosphate
(Fig. 3O). Substituting this arginine with Cys or His would
ablate the direct contact. Because histidine can carry a positive
J. Biol. Chem. (2023) 299(2) 102885 5
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Figure 4. The effects of AML t(8;21)-associated ZBTB7A mutations on DNA binding and localization. A, five somatic mutations of ZBTB7A and GST-
tagged DNA-binding domain proteins used in the DNA-binding assays. B, five mutants were simultaneously expressed and purified together with wildtype
protein using six sets of GST affinity chromatography. The * indicates the induced protein band. C, summary of FP-based binding assays. Each KD value is
presented as fitted value ± SD against 15 data points for every protein variant. The effects on ZBTB7A binding of hereditary persistence of fetal hemoglobin
(HPFH)–associated mutations at the −200 element of the fetal globin promoter are included for comparison (two rightmost columns) (12). D and E, FP
binding in two separate plots for clarity. F, sequence alignment of wildtype and R458fs mutant. G and H, images of fluorescence microscopy (Nikon Eclipse
E800) showing the localization patterns of FLAG-GFP-ZBTB7A full-length proteins or R458fs mutant in U2OS and PC3 cells, with nuclei being stained with
40 ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). The scale bar represents 50 μm. I, images of confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM880) showing the localization patterns in
HeLa cells. The scale bar represents 10 μm. AML, acute myeloid leukemia; FP, fluorescence polarization; GST, glutathione-S-transferase.

ZBTB7A recognition of DNA
charge, the reduction in R402H binding is milder than that of
the cysteine substitution (R402C). Like Arg402, substitution of
Lys424 with the smaller and uncharged threonine (K424T)
would ablate the base-specific interaction with guanine G5
(Fig. 3I). Similarly, a cancer-associated mutation of Lys365-to-
Thr (K365T) in ZF4 of CTCF, found in endometrial cancer
cells (43), results in reduced DNA binding (34). Gly395 is
located in the top of the loop prior to the ZF1 helix and is
positioned deeply into the major groove of DNA (Fig. 3O). Its
substitution with cysteine (G395C) could yield repulsion be-
tween DNA and the mutant protein. A previous study revealed
that the R402H/C missense mutants, an N-terminal frameshift
mutation (A175fs), and a C-terminal truncation (R377X) just
prior to the ZF DNA-binding domain, each failed to repress a
luciferase reporter containing ZBTB7A-binding elements
derived from the ARF promoter (in contrast to wildtype
ZBTB7A) (15).

Interestingly, the mutation that had the least impact (�4×)
was the frameshift mutation of R458fs of ZF3 (a single nt
6 J. Biol. Chem. (2023) 299(2) 102885
deletion of the last nt of the CGC R458 codon, at c.1374del,
which eliminates translation of the entire ZF4 element). The
reduced DNA binding is similar in strength to that with the
substrates containing only the GACCC motif (which requires
the binding of only ZF1–2), in comparison to the CAST
sequence (Fig. 1D). This observation agrees with previous data
showing that removing ZF4 or both ZF3 and ZF4 did not
eliminate DNA binding (8, 12). We note that the region
immediately after ZF4 contains an arginine/lysine-rich
sequence (497-RRGRKPRVR-504) that potentially could
serve as a nuclear location signal (NLS) (44), and the frame-
shift mutation would remove this signal (Fig. 4F).

We examined the localization of ZBTB7A and its corre-
sponding R458fs variant protein, by transiently expressing
GFP-ZBTB7A or GFP-R458fs in three human cell lines:
osteosarcoma-derived U2OS, prostate cancer–derived PC3,
and cervical carcinoma–derived HeLa (Fig. 4, G–I). As seen
previously, WT ZBTB7A localized exclusively to the nuclei
(15, 45), whereas R458fs showed a diffused pattern with
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localization in both the nucleus and cytoplasm. Thus, we
conclude that the R/K-rich sequence after ZF4 is a functional
NLS that is required for the complete nuclear localization of
ZBTB7A, and that the frameshift mutation R458fs results in
partial mislocalization (suggesting that ZBTB7A might
possess more than one NLS). An early study suggested that
deletion of ZF1 or ZF2 completely abolished nuclear locali-
zation, suggesting that the same ZFs primarily responsible for
DNA binding are also required for subcellular targeting (45).
Interestingly, using confocal microscopy, we observed that
R458fs variant proteins form cytoplasmic speckles in some
HeLa cells (Fig. 4I), at least superficially reminiscent of stress
granules (46).

This R/K-rich sequence is partially conserved in ZBTB7B
and ZBTB7C and may serve the same function in those pro-
teins (Fig. S1A). Interestingly, while R458fs eliminated ZF4 and
the NLS, the frameshift mutation preserves the ten structural
residues (proline and glycine) flanking the NLS (Fig. 4F). This
sequence conservation after a frameshift is quite striking, but
nothing about the sequence surrounding the deletion suggests
it would be a hot spot for indels, such that conservation in the
alternative reading frame would have been selected for. The
altered cytoplasmic localization of R458fs is the same as
observed for A175fs and R377X mutants in transiently trans-
fected U2OS cells (15).
Discussion

ZBTB7A as a proto-oncogene/tumor suppressor

Earlier studies suggested a proto-oncogene function for
ZBTB7A, owing to its ability to repress tumor suppressor
genes p14ARF and Rb in various tissues and transgenic mice
(5, 47). While the importance of p14ARF inactivation in
cancer is less clear (at least in some cases, see Ref. (48)), in
patients with t(8;21)-positive AML, the ZBTB7A mutations
are predicted to derepress p14ARF. Nevertheless, a tumor-
suppressive role of p14ARF in t(8;21)-positive AML has
not been established. We note a differing occupancy by
ZBTB7A in the CDKN2A promoter in HUDEP-2 and
K562 cells; where CDKN2A specifies the p14ARF protein
(Fig. 1C). We do not know whether this is just an incon-
sistency of ZBTB7A occupancy between the two cell lines, or
if instead, the repressor binding is no longer detectable once
p14ARF is fully expressed in K562 cells. An opposite
observation was made regarding ZBTB7A occupancy at the
γ-globin gene promoter: ZBTB7A binds in K562 cells but
not in HUDEP-2 cells (11).

In more recent studies, including work in t(8;21)-positive
AML (15, 27), a tumor suppressor function of ZBTB7A has
been suggested: wildtype ZBTB7A prevents cancer progres-
sion, whereas ZBTB7A deletion and somatic mutations pro-
mote cancer progression (9, 28, 49). The suggestion is that
ZBTB7A has this effect via its transcriptional repression of
genes for glycolytic enzymes. Metabolic reprogramming, in
which glycolysis is elevated, is associated with a variety of
cancers (50–52). ZBTB7A represses the transcription of
several genes implicated in glycolysis (SLC2A3, PFKP, and
PKM) in several human cancer cells (9); whereas ZBTB7A
knockdown in colon carcinoma cells HCT116 yielded
increased glycolysis and proliferation (9); and loss of ZBTB7A
sensitizes K562 cells to glycolysis inhibition (27). On top of
this, our exploration of data for the other glycolytic genes
(Fig. S2) suggest that the effects of ZBTB7A involve all ten
genes. Thus, mutations of ZBTB7A in t(8;21)-positive AML
will likely increase glycolysis and help tumor cells to produce
more energy for growth.

ZBTB7A and AML

While ZBTB7A is thus relevant to AML, fewer than a
quarter of t(8;21)-positive AML patients (among 56 patients)
carry ZBTB7A mutations (15). In ZBTB7A-WT patients, the
expression level of ZBTB7A is unknown. Because high
expression of wildtype ZBTB7A was associated with a favor-
able outcome in patients with cytogenetically normal AML
(15), increased expression of nonmutant ZBTB7A, via alter-
ations of ZBTB7A upstream regulators (53) and/or epigenetic
changes (54), might prevent or slow down disease progression
in t(8;21)-positive AML patients. This possibility deserves
exploration.

Comparison to other ZF proteins

Here, we focused our work on DNA-binding domain of
ZBTB7A and provided significant insights into DNA sequence
recognition by both the native protein and disease-associated
mutants. ZBTB7A contains four ZFs, and the first two fin-
gers are essential for the binding of the G(A/C)CCC motif (8,
12), whereas the last two fingers contribute more modestly to
overall DNA-binding affinity. The two-finger array might be
the minimal unit for efficient DNA binding by ZF proteins. For
example, the two fingers of Zfp57 recognize the TGCCGC
element at the imprinting control regions (55), and the two
fingers of HIC2 recognize TGCCAA in erythroid BCL11A
enhancers (56). However, unlike the conventional two-finger
protection of six base pairs, ZF1–ZF2 of ZBTB7A only rec-
ognizes five base pairs, owing to small side chains (G393 of
ZF1 and V427 of ZF2; Fig. 3A) that, in more conventional ZFs,
have bulkier and polar/charged residues engaging in base-
specific contacts. On the other hand, the variability in ZF3–
ZF4 is common for the ends of ZF arrays when they are less
involved in direct DNA binding, for example, HIC2 (56),
ZFP568 (57), and CTCF (34).

As the DNA-recognition residues are conserved among the
three family members (Fig. S1A), the information provided
here on ZBTB7A–DNA interactions is most likely to be
directly applicable to ZBTB7B and ZBTB7C, which might have
overlapping functions with ZBTB7A in controlling primary
metabolism. Mutations of ZBTB7B (also known as ThPOK for
T-helper-inducing POZ-Krüppel-containing protein) have
been associated with pathways that control energy intake and
expenditure in obesity (58). ZBTB7C (also known as Kr-POK
for kidney cancer–related POZ and Krüppel-containing pro-
tein) is involved in the regulation of fatty acid biosynthesis (59)
and blood glucose (60).
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Future directions and summary

Our current structural work is limited to the DNA-binding
domain. In the longer term, it is essential to understand the
protein conformation of full-length ZBTB7A, and whether
domains outside the ZF domain affect the structure and DNA
binding of the ZF domain. Our study showed that residues 341
to 380, preceding ZF domain, do not fold into helical struc-
tures (under our conditions, and in contrast to AlphaFold
predictions) and contribute little to DNA binding. They are
also not well conserved. Another current limitation to our
knowledge is that we do not know whether ZBTB7A muta-
tions have dominant negative effects. Continued work may
also reveal whether substitutions of the base-interacting resi-
dues (e.g., K424T) gain alternative binding sites.

In summary, our work illuminated the complex nature of
ZBTB7A as a double-edged sword. As aforenoted, the muta-
tions or deletion of ZBTB7A in t(8;21)-positive AML probably
increases glycolysis and helps tumor cells to produce more
energy for growth, though the same mutations or deletion of
ZBTB7A could disrupt protein–DNA interactions at the fetal
globin promoter to alleviate fetal globin silencing and treat
β-hemoglobinopathies (61). This combination of advantages or
disadvantages is probably typical for a master transcription
factor that controls the expression of many genes.

Experimental procedures

Structure quality and refinement statistics are listed in
Table S1. The plasmids used for protein expression in
Escherichia coli are listed in Table S2. All DNA oligonucleo-
tides used are listed in Table S3.

Protein expression and purification

The fragments of human ZBTB7A (residues 370–500,
pXC2222; residues 341–505, pXC2311) were cloned into
pGEX-6P-1 vector with a GST fusion tag. Both plasmids were
separately transformed into E. coli strain BL21-Codon-plus
(DE3)-RIL. Bacteria were grown in lysogeny broth (62) at
37 �C until reaching midlog phase (absorbance at 600 nm
between 0.4 and 0.5), at which point the incubation temper-
ature was set to 16 �C and 25 μM ZnCl2 was added to the cell
culture. When the culture temperature reached 16 �C and an
absorbance reached �0.8 at 600 nm, addition of 0.2 mM IPTG
induced gene expression for 20 h. Cell harvesting and protein
purification were carried out at 4 �C through a three-column
chromatography protocol, conducted in a BIO-RAD NGC
system. Cells were collected by centrifugation, and the pellet
was suspended in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl [pH 7.5], 5%
glycerol, 0.5 mM Tris(2-carboxyethl)phosphine [TCEP], sup-
plemented with 0.5 M NaCl and 25 μM ZnCl2). Cells were
lysed by sonication, and 0.3% (w/v) polyethylenimine was
slowly titrated into the cell lysate before centrifugation (63).
The debris was removed by centrifugation for 30 min at
47,000g, and the supernatant was loaded onto a 5 ml GSTrap
column (GE Healthcare). The resin was washed with lysis
buffer, and bound protein was eluted in 100 mM Tris–HCl
[pH 8.0], 0.5 M NaCl, 5% glycerol, 0.5 mM TCEP, and
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20 mM glutathione (reduced form). The proteins were diges-
ted with PreScission protease (produced in-house) to remove
the GST fusion tag. The cleaved proteins were loaded onto a 5
ml Heparin column (GE Healthcare). The proteins were eluted
by NaCl gradient from 0.25 to 1 M in the lysis buffer. The peak
fractions were pooled, concentrated, loaded onto a HiLoad
16/60 Superdex S200 column (GE Healthcare), and equili-
brated with 0.25 M NaCl-supplemented lysis buffer. The
preparations were frozen and stored at −80 �C for crystallog-
raphy and DNA-binding assays.

The mutants, in the context of GST fusion (residues 370 to
500), containing substitutions of G395C (pXC2282), R402H
(pXC2280), R402C (pXC2281), R458fs (pXC2283), or K424T
(pXC2279), were generated using PCR-based mutagenesis and
confirmed by sequencing. To avoid potential cross-
contamination from the chromatography system, we expressed
and purified manually the five mutants and wildtype proteins
as GST fusions using fresh glutathione agarose beads. Samples
were then flash frozen and stored at −80 �C for DNA-binding
assays.

FP

The FP experiments (63, 64) were carried out to measure
the DNA-binding affinity, using a Synergy 4 Microplate Reader
(BioTek). Aliquots of 6-carboxy-fluorescein-labeled DNA du-
plexes (5 nM final concentration; sequences indicated in
Figs. 1 and 4) were incubated in 20 μl with varied amount of
proteins (0–2.5 μM) in 20 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 225 mM
NaCl, 5% glycerol, and 0.5 mM TCEP for 10 min at room
temperature. The mixture was transferred to a black opaque
384-well plate before measurement. The data were processed
using GraphPad Prism (version 8.0; GraphPad Software, Inc)
with equation [mP] = [maximum mP] × [C]/(KD +[C]) +
[baseline mP], in which mP is millipolarization and [C] is
protein concentration. The KD value for each protein–DNA
interaction was derived from N replicate experiments (as
indicated in Fig. 1D). For those binding curves that did not
reach saturation, the lower limit of the binding affinity was
estimated. Raw FP data are shown in Fig. S3.

Protein localization

For the plasmid expressing enhanced GFP (EGFP)-ZBTB7A
(pXC2315), the complementary DNA fragment encoding
EGFP was amplified by PCR from pLJM1-EGFP vector (pur-
chased from Addgene) with forward and reverse primers
(Table S3) and subcloned into the pcDNA3-ZBTB7A vector
(12) using HindIII and EcoRI restriction sites. The plasmid
expressing mutant EGFP-ZBTB7A-R458fs (pXC2327) was
generated using PCR-based mutagenesis in the context of
pXC2315 plasmid. The resulting constructs were verified by
sequencing.

For plasmid transfection, cells (PC3, U2OS, and HeLa) were
grown on coverslips and then transfected with EGFP-ZBTB7A
or EGFP-R458fs plasmid using Lipofectamine 3000 trans-
fection reagent (Invitrogen; catalog no.: L3000) following the
manufacturer’s instructions. At 24 h post-transfection, cells
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were washed twice with PBS and fixed in 4.0% para-
formaldehyde solution in PBS for 10 min at room temperature.
After washing with PBS (3×, 5 min each), cells were incubated
with 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole solution (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) in 1:800 dilution in PBS for 10 min at room tem-
perature, rinsed with dH2O twice, and then mounted with
mounting solution (Vector Laboratories; H-1200). Transfected
PC3 and U2OS cells were imaged with a Nikon Eclipse E800
Fluorescence Microscope, whereas transfected HeLa cells were
mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade Mountant (Life Tech-
nologies; catalog no.: P36930) and imaged via confocal mi-
croscopy (Zeiss LSM880) at 63× (1.4 numerical aperture)
objective.
X-ray crystallography

The purification of ZBTB7A DNA-binding domain (resi-
dues 370–500) used for cocrystallization was described
recently (12). The DNA oligonucleotides (Table S1) were
synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies. The concen-
trated ZBTB7A fragment (0.9 mM) was mixed with oligonu-
cleotides (annealed in 10 mM Tris–HCl [pH 7.5] and 50 mM
NaCl) at a molar ratio 1:1.2 of protein:DNA and incubated on
ice for 30 min. An Art Robbins Gryphon Crystallization Robot
was used to set up screens of the sitting drop at �19 �C via
vapor diffusion. The complex crystals (PDB ID: 7N5V) were
obtained under the condition of 0.1 M Bis–Tris (pH 6.5), 20%
(w/v) PEG monomethyl ether 5000. The complex crystals
(PDB ID: 7N5U) were grown under the condition of 4% (v/v)
tacsimate (pH 5.0) and 12% (w/v) PEG3350. The complex
crystals (PDB ID: 7N5W) were grown under the condition of
0.1 M sodium malonate (pH 6.0) and 10% (w/v) PEG3350. The
complex crystals (PDB ID: 8E3D) were grown under the
condition of 0.2 M potassium chloride and 20% (w/v)
PEG3350. Finally, the complex crystals (PDB ID: 8E3E) of
ZBTB7A residues 341 to 505 were grown under the condition
of 0.1 M sodium malonate (pH 7.0) and 12% (w/v) PEG3350.

Crystals were flash frozen using 20% (v/v) ethylene glycol as
the cryoprotector. The X-ray diffraction data were collected at
SER-CAT 22-ID beamline of the Advanced Photon Source at
Argonne National Laboratory utilizing an X-ray beam at 1.0 Å
wavelength. The diffraction data were measured quantitatively
and processed with HKL2000 (65). The structure (PDB ID:
7N5U) was determined by ZnSAD (single-wavelength anom-
alous dispersion) to give an interpretable map with initial
figure-of-merit of 0.45 (Table S1). Anomalous signal was
examined using the PHENIX Xtriage module, which reported
an anomalous signal to 5 Å for the dataset utilized for our
initial phasing. The PHENIX AutoSol module (66) found three
zinc atom positions and gave a density-modified map with an
R-factor of 0.40. The initial electron density showed recog-
nizable molecular features of the β-sheets and α-helices of the
ZFs and helical DNA. Reinserting the zinc positions into
AutoSol and utilizing the full resolution of the dataset gave a
better map allowing for our initial model build.

This structure of PDB 7N5U allowed molecular replacement
for the other structures with careful manual (re)building of
ZF3 and ZF4 as needed. Molecular replacement for beginning
determination of other structures was performed with the
PHENIX PHASER module (67) and further model building
commenced with COOT (68). Some single ZFs had weak
electron density, and their manual placement in the map was
necessary. Zinc positions were verified by anomalous differ-
ence maps using the diffraction data where Bijvoet mates were
separated. Manual building proceeded in COOT to (re)build
the protein and the DNA duplex. COOT was also utilized for
corrections between PHENIX refinement rounds.

All structure refinements were performed by PHENIX
Refine, with 5% randomly chosen reflections for validation by
R-free values. Structure quality was analyzed during PHENIX
refinements and later validated by the PDB validation server
(Table S1). Molecular graphics were generated using PyMol
(Schrödinger, LLC).

Data availability

All plasmids generated in this study are available with a
completed materials transfer agreement. The X-ray structures
(coordinates and structure factor files) of the ZBTB7A ZF
domain with bound DNA have been deposited to PDB and are
publicly available as of the date of publications. Accession
numbers are PDB 7N5U, PDB 7N5V, PDB 7N5W, PDB 8E3D,
and PDB 8E3E.
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information.
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